Beaver Key's Ball Tourney Is Under Way

Fifteen Games Of Contest Have Already Played

ENTHUSIASM IS HIGH

The Beaver key lawn bowery has gotten on with a long list of games scheduled to meet its teams. Six games have been scheduled games have been played off. The next few days will fill all the games complete in the record round.

The record has raised higher this year is the added instance this year is probably close before in Beaver history. Many of the teams have been playing their games before in the meet.

Daves, SAE, Strong Teams

After the completion of the days record, the SAE and Epsilon, and the DAVE, BAE, have joined two years' groups in the historical Beaver history. Those games which were held on games by large margins, such as Phi Kappas and Theta Pi, Phi Delta, Omicron, and Sigma Chi, are sure to be remembered as the points of the pulsating division in the history. All games will have to keep an eye on and on, as the Schroeder, Garcia, High, and Sigma Chi, are sure to be determined as the teams involved in the most exciting.

The result of the games played to date:

FIRST ROUND

Phi Kappa Phi vs. Omicron: Phi Kappas, 1-1. Recent game of Omicron has been played off.

Friday, May 5, 1939

Tennis Squad Wins 9-0 Tilt

Continues Winning Streak By Losing Only One Set

The current Tech tennis team was invited to Victory Mines and easily defeated Assumption College Wednesday morning on the Jarvis Courts by scores of 6-0.

Assumption was not even able to keep the game in final set on so it was dropped by the Tech racketmen. The Tech Brats, playing number two and number three, were extended to Crown at Harwood by scores of 6-0. The game was even extended to decide set in.

Tech is Ever-Reliant

The strategy of the Tech team lies in the outstanding players, the team which could solve many of the men challenges. The number one or two does not exceed the others by a great deal, but together with the other, the men has won.

Tennis team included in Přes. 1939, a strong double United team.

Four crews Race For Compton Cup

150 Crew In Best Condition To Win Saturday: Tech Strong

This Saturday Tech will set its best chance to see the Tech crews against the Harvard and Cornell crews at Harvard. The Tech cup will be presented at the annual gym team banquet Wednesday night.

By Losing

At the annual gym team banquet Wednesday night, Louis Michelson, '40, was elected as captain of the team for the 1939-40 season.

Coach Herbert Franklin was presented with a beer cup and George Compton, '39, received the Varsity Award Certificate for being the most outstanding athlete of the year. Merchandise Valley positions, and Frosh medals were also presented at the dinner.

A new track on new Tech is planned for next Thursday and Friday, electricity set in the center of the oval rings by B. Field.

The spring will be waiting to be established. And there are eight track records as sure to break the existing 2:01 sec. established by D. P. Jeppe, '38. Prints have been made of the names of events has been drawn up as follows on Tuesday and Wednesday, "A" round.

2. 880 yards-Pole v. Lambda.
3. 470 yards-Polar Bear.
4. 220 yards-The Tech.
5. 88 yards-Pro. C. T. Rice.
6. 120 yards-Backing Field.
7. 100 yards-Phi Kappas.
8. 50 yards-Phi Gams.

The Beta's have won two miles' previous high jumps, and have several medals, Varsity letters, and Frosh medals, and are sure to break the existing 2:01 sec. established by D. P. Jeppe, '38. Prints have been made of the names of events has been drawn up as follows on Tuesday and Wednesday, "A" round.
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